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Abstract

By using the effective potential approximation and taking into account the dominant top
quark and scalar top quark loops, radiative corrections to MSSM Higgs potential are computed
in the presence of the supersymmetric CP-violating phases. It is found that, the lightest Higgs
scalar remains essentially CP-even as in the CP-invariant theory whereas the other two scalars
are heavy and do not have definite CP properties. The supersymmetric CP-violating phases are
shown to modify significantly the decay rates of the scalars to fermion pairs.
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1 Introduction

The Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) consists of various soft supersymmetry

breaking parameters as well as the Higgsino mass parameter, [i, coming from the superpotential.

In general, there is no a priori reason for taking all these parameters real, and thus, Yukawa

couplings, gaugino masses, trilinear Higgs-sfermion couplings, Aj, Higgs bilinear coupling, m | =

/iB, and \i- parameter itself can all be complex. On the other hand, the MSSM Lagrangian

has two global symmetries U(1)PQ (Peccei-Quinn symmetry) and U{\)R^PQ (an Ft symmetry)

under which all fields and parameters are charged. The selection rules for these symmetries

limit the combinations of dimensionful parameters that can appear in a physical quantity so

that one has, in fact, only three of these phases physical [1, 2j. Without loss of generality, these

three physical phases can be identified with (1) the phase in the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa

matrix, 8CKM, (2) y>^ = Arg(fi), and (3) ipAf = Arg(Af). Thus any physical quantity T has

an explicit dependence on these phases: T = TificKM^^^A^-

Despite their presence in the Lagrangian, the phenomenological relevance of these CP-

violating phases has often been questioned due to the smallness of the neutron and electron

electric dipole moments [1, 3] which require them to be at most 0(1O~3). However, recent

studies have shown that it is possible to suppress neutron and electron dipole moments without

requiring these CP-violating phases to be small by allowing the existence of either non-universal

soft breaking parameters at the unification scale [4] or some kind of cancellation among various

supersymmetric contributions [5], or heavy enough sfermions for the first two generations [6].

In fact, following the last scenario, it was recently shown that the CP-violation in B- and K-

systems can be saturated with tp^ and <PA, only [7]. Apart from electric dipole moments and

weak decays, these phases play a crucial role in the creation of the baryon asymmetry of the

universe at the electroweak phase transition [8].

In this work, assuming that the electric dipole moments are suppressed by one of the methods

metioned above, we take supersymmetric phases unconstrained, and investigate their effects on

the Higgs sector of the MSSM. At the tree-level the Higgs sector of the MSSM conserves CP due

to the fact that the superpotential is holomorphic in superfields entailing the absence of flavour

changing neutral currents and scalar-pseudoscalar mixings. When the supersymmetric phases

(Pit and tpAj vanish Higgs sector conserves CP at any loop order. In fact, the CP-conserving

Higgs sector has been analyzed by several authors with the main purpose of evaluating the

mass of the lightest Higgs boson which has the tree-level upper bound of Mz- It has been

found that radiative corrections, dominated by top and stop loops, elevate the tree-level bound

significantly [9]. These one-loop results [9] have been improved by utilizing complete one-loop

on-shell renormalization [10], renormalization group methods [11], diagrammatic methods with

leading order QCD corrections [12], and two-loop on-shell renormalization [13]. However, when

the supersymmetric phases are non-vanishing, as the recent studies have shown [14], the Higgs

sector become CP- violating through the radiative corrections. As in the CP-conserving case,

the radiative corrections will be dominated by the top and stop loops. Below we investigate

effects of the supersymmetric phases on the Higgs masses, scalar-pseudoscalar mixings, and

decay properties of scalars to fermion pairs. In doing this, we shall calculate one-loop radiative

corrections coming from top and stop loops in the effective potential approximation.



This work is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we compute the one-loop effective potential

using top quark and stop contributions together with the specification of the particle spectrum

and mixings. In Sec. 3 we discuss, as an example, the decay properties of the Higgs scalars to

fermion pairs. In Sec. 4 we conclude the work.

2 Effective potential

The Higgs sector of the MSSM consists of two SU(2) doublets H\, H2 with opposite hypercharges

Y\ — — 1, Y2 = +1 , and non-vanishing vacuum expectation values v\, v2. Allowing a finite

alignment, 6, between the two Higgs doublets, we adopt the following decomposition:

Hi =

H2 =

At the tree level the Higgs sector is described by the scalar potential

T/- / Tj Tj \ m^I f-f f̂  -4- TTP"I TJ 1̂  -i- (m^ TT * TJ -I- TJ r \

1 i r r i 4 • 2 i r r l4 i \ I r r l 2 l r r l 2 i \ \ TT TT l 2 (c)\

with the parameters

t\ f\ f\ s\ f\ ?\ f\ t\ t\

A12 ^ \92 — 9\)/^ i Ai2
 = —9 2 / ^ (3)

where m\ and B are the soft supersymmetry breaking parameters. As is seen from (3), the

tree level potential is described by real parameters; thus, the alignment between the two doublets

can, in fact, be rotated away. Since, in the minimum, the potential is to have vanishing gradients

in all directions, in particular, dVo/dipit2 = mc-sinfl = 0, one automatically gets 6 = 0. Those

terms of the tree level potential (2) quadratic in the components of the Higgs doublets (1) give

the mass-squared matrix of neutral scalars the diagonalization of which yields the CP=-1 boson

A0 = cos/?<pi — sin/?</?2 with mass M\o — — mf/sin/3 cos/3, and two CP=+1 bosons which are

linear combinations of <f>\ and fa with a mixing angle a. The mixing angle a and the masses of

the CP even scalars h and H are given by [15]

Ml{H) = \(M\0 + M2
Z - {+)s](Ml0 + M^zr - AM\0Ml cos* 2/?) (5)

where tan/3 = v2/vi, and A/ | = (gf. + g\){v\ + u2)/4 in our convention. It is readily seen that

for tan/? > 2 one has 0 ~ n/2, M^ ~ Mz and MH ~ MA- However, it is known that radiative

corrections elevate M^ (bounded by Mz at the tree level) significantly [9] without modifying

the mass degeneracy between H and A when the theory conserves CP. When, however, the

CP-violating MSSM phases are switched on, the degeneracy between H and A can be lifted

considerably as discussed in [14].



We now start computing the radiative corrections to the tree potential (2) in the presence

of the CP-violating MSSM phases tp^A, • Our main concern will be the investigation of the

masses and mixings of the scalars as a function of the CP-violating angles. These mixings could

be CP-conserving (like h — H mixing in the CP-respecting limit) as well as CP-violating as

we will discuss below. To evaluate the radiative corrections we follow the effective potential

approximation where the tree-level potential (2) is added to the one-loop contributions having

the famous Coleman-Weinberg [9, 16] form

AV = l4StrM\HuH2)(log
M{H

Q^H^ - *-) (6)

where Str = £ . / ( - l ) 2 > ; + 1 (2J 4- 1) is the usual supertrace, and M(Hi,H2) is the Higgs field

dependent mass matrix of particles. AV depends on the renormalization scale Q which is

presumably around the weak scale. In evaluating AV one includes the contributions of vector

bosons, Higg bosons and fermions as well as their supersymmetric partners gauginos, Higgsinos

and sfermions. Among all these particles top quarks and scalar top quarks give the dominant

contributions [9]. However, for very large tan/3 values bottom-sbottom and T-stau systems

can become important. Besides these, since the dependence of AV on the CP-violating phases

f^Aj originates from only the Higgsino (through // dependence) and sfermion (through /i and Aj

dependence) mass matrices, these two particle species attain a seperate importance. However,

if one wishes to include the Higgsino contribution, all particle species must be included since

then precision of the computation rises to the level of gauge couplings. In the following we

neglect the contributions of gauge couplings and restrict ourselves to moderate values of tan /3

so that, to a good approximation, the dominant terms in AV are given by top- stop system.

This approximation is convenient in that it picks up the phase-sensitive dominant contributions

to AV.

In (ii,tfi) basis stop mass-squared matrix, neglecting the D-term contributions, takes the

form

where \i and At are complex, M] - are the soft mass-squareds of left- and right-handed stops,

and ht is the top Yukawa coupling. Denoting the eigenvalues of Mt- by m? and using vr?t =

fif |/fr? I t n e one-loop effective potential takes the form

We require this effective potential to be minimized at (t>i, t'2, #) at which it has to have vanishing

gradients in all directions and the masses of the Higgs scalars must be real positive. Gradients

of the potential with respect to the charged components of the Higgs doublets automatically

vanish as there is no charge breaking effects in the vacuum. On the other hand, extremization

of V with respect to neutral components of the Higgs doublets yield

(^) =0 (9)



2 ( —— ) - 0 (10)
V o4>2 Jo

mjv2sine- (^-) =0 (11)
V <M Jo

= 0 (12)(^)
\ oip2 Jo

where the subscript "0" implies the substitution <j)\ — <f>2 — <Pi = <P2 = 0 in the corresponding

quantity. Equations (9) and (10) come by no surprise as they are the counterparts of the ones

occurring in the CP-conserving case. However, with (dAV/difi^)0 ^ 0, equations (11) and (12)

now imply a non-trivial solution for sin# unlike the CP-conserving case where these gradients

indentically vanish and one automatically obtains a vanishing 6. After some algebra one can

show that

l^L) (<^) (13)^ ) (^)
V oipi Jo \ aw Jo

Therefore, equations (11) and (12) imply one and the same solution for 6

/ ? | | | A | ?,m?2) (14)

where (5ht = h2/l6n2, 7 = ^ + (pAt, and

/(xiy) = -2 + l og^ + J ± | l o g f (15)

is a scale-dependent one-loop function. Actually, if one uses the decomposition of the Higgs

doublets in (1), in all one-loop formulae 7 gets replaced by 7 + 0. However, since 0 itself is a

loop-induced quantity, its appearence together with 7 is a two- and higher- loop effect which

we neglect. Thus, when computing AV we drop 6 from (1) knowing that it is induced through

(14). It is readily seen from (14) that unless 7 vanishes 6 remains finite. Furthermore, due to

the form of the stop mass-squared matrix, all one-loop quantities turn out to depend on the

combination 7 = ip^ + ipAt- Of course, had we included the Higgsino contributions there would

be terms that depend solely on </?M destructing this kind of relation. However, they would be

subleading compared to top and stop contributions discussed here.

In (14) and all formulae below m? denote stop mass-squared eigenvalues evaluated at the

minimum of the potential:

where

A? = yJ{M\ - M\)2 + 4m2
t{\At |

2 + \(i\2 cot2 p - 2\n\\At\ cot /? cos 7) . (17)

As usual, construction of the mass-squared matrix of the Higgs scalars proceeds through the

evaluation of



Solving m2
 2 from the extremization conditions (9) and (10), and replacing them in M2 one

observes that, in the basis B, the vector {0,0,cos0, — sin/3} corresponds to the Goldstone mode
G° eaten by Z boson to acquire its mass. Then in the reduced basis B' = {<}>i,<f>2,s'm(3ipi +
cos/?^} the mass-squared matrix of the Higgs scalars becomes

Mjc2
0 + M^sj + An -{M% + Ml)spC0 + An rA

M2 = -{M.
An

+ Al2 sA (19)
sA M\

where eg = cos/? and sp = sin0. The scalar mass-squared matrix involves various parameters
whose explicit expressions we list below. The adimensional parameters r and s are given by

sin/? \At\ cos 7 — \n\ cot/?

s =

sin 7

sin/?

(20)

1
sin 7

- ( |^ | ( |^ | - | / i | co t /?cos7) 5 (m 2 ,m 2 j

m?
(21)

While r originates mainly from the stop left-right mixings, s has an additional term depending
m?

on the the stop mass splitting log —-y2-.

The parameters of mass dimension can be expressed as follows

-™tV

An = -2/V - |^| cot, ? )

(22)

(23)

A 2 2 =

\At\{{\At\ cos7 - |/i| cot 0)2 + \At\{\At\ - \n\ cot /?) sin2 7]

-ml)2

ml (mf - m-

,4tl
2(|At[-|/zlcot/?cos7)2

 2 2
7-2 -TTo » K , . r a i J }

where the function g{m2 ,m2 ) in these expressions reads

xy
q(x, v) = f(x, y) — log —j.

(24)

(25)

(26)

Therefore, unlike /(m2 ,mj- ), g{mj ,m2- ) does not have an explicit dependence on the renor-
malization scale Q. In fact, the adimensional parameters r and s as well as the mass parameters
(21)-(24) have no explicit dependence on Q. On the other hand, the remaining mass parameter,
M\, in the scalar mass-squared matrix (19) is an explicit function of Q:

- 2 _ ml sin(0 - 7)
sin/? cos/? sin 7

(27)



It is the 8 (13) dependence of M\ that makes it Q-dependent. However, the explicit Q de-

pendence of 9 should cancel with the implicit Q dependence of tan (5 and m\ to make M\

scale-independent [9].

According to the decomposition of Higgs doublets in (1), <$>\ and <f>2 are of CP=+1 whereas

sin/S^i + cos/3c£>2 is of CP=-1. As suggested by the form of the scalar mass-squared matrix

(19) there are mainly two kinds of mixings: (1) mixing of the scalars with different CP induced

by M\z = rA and M^ = sA, and (2) mixing of the CP=+1 scalars through M\2 = — (A/| +

M\)s0C0 + Ai2- While the former are induced purely by the non-vanishing supersymmetric

phases the latter exists in the CP-respecting limit too. When the CP-violating phases vanish,

that is, 7 -> 0, one gets rA —> 0, sA —>• 0 and A -»• 0. In this case CP=+1 and CP=-1 sectors

in (19) decouple and reproduce the particle spectrum of the CP- conserving limit in which MA

becomes the radiatively corrected pseudoscalar mass, and A 11,12,22 become usual the one-loop

contributions [9] to the CP=+1 scalar mass-squared matrix. For a proper interpretation of

results of the numerical analysis below it is convenient to know the relative strengths of the

CP-violating and conserving mixings. For large tan/? equations (20) and (21) go over to

. sin/3,\At\ 4(m? + M£)
r~-sin^cot7, s ~ 7-7 + 1 11 A I 2 8

s i n 7 |/i| \fJ-\\At\

where we assumed M^ ~ M^ = M"^ > > m(|>lf| and |.4 t| > > |^i| cot /3 in derivation. Equation

(28) implies that \r\fs « 1. This follows mainly from the dependence of the stop mass-

matrix (7) on H2 which causes not only |sA| but also IA12I and jA22I to be larger than |An |

and |rA| through stop and stop-top splittings. An immediate consequence of (28) is that one

eigenstate of the scalar mass-squared matrix (19) will be of mainly CP=+1- Thus one expects

that among the three mass eigenstate scalars one will continue to have CP=+1 with a small

CP=-1 component while the other two can mix significantly depending on the relative stregths

of the other one-loop corrections. This observation can be justified numerically by analyzing

the relative strengths of CP-violating and CP-conserving mixings as classified above. Fig.l

shows the variation of Mf3/|M^2 | (solid curve) and M23/\Mf2\ (dashed curve) with tan/3 for

M-L = Mjj = \At\ = 10 • Mz, \fi\ = 2.5 • Mz and MA = 2 • Mz with 7 = TT/4. AS the figure

suggests larger the tan (3 bigger the CP-violating mixings compared to the mixing between the

CP=+1 components. The increase of these ratios with tan/3 can be understood as follows: (1)

(3 —> ?r/2 as tan/3 grows to higher values, and thus, | — (A/| + M\)spcp\ decreases gradually, (2)

A12 is positive for these parameters (and even for higher values of |/z| due to cot/3 suppression)

and grows with tan/3 due to logm? /m? so that M\2 decreases with increasing tan/3, and the

ratios increase gradually since Mf3 and M23 decrease with tan/3 more slowly.

In Fig. 1 we plot ratios of the CP-violating mixings to CP-conserving ones; however, if

one plots CP-violating mixings directly, for example in units of (10 • Mz)2 for |/x| = 10 • Mz,

7 = 7r/2 and MA = 5 • Mz, in absolute magnitude, Mj2
3 (A/23) starts with ~ 4 • 10~2 (~ 10~2)

at tan/3 = 2 and falls down 3 • 10~5 (2 • 10~4) at tan/? ~ 30. These results generally agree with

those of [14] though the computational schemes are different.

Since the parameter space is too wide to cover fully, in the following we restrict ourselves to

the following set

ML = Mk = 500 GeV , \At\ = 1 TeV , |//| = 250 GeV , MA = 200 GeV (29)
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Figure 1: Variation of A/f^/IA/f^l (solid curve) and A/23/I ̂ 121 (dashed curve) with tan/? for M-L = A/^ =
|.4 ( | = 10 • Afz, |^| = 2.5 • A/z and MA = 2 • A/z with 7 = 7r/4. The C P - violating mixings become
important for large tan 0.

and vary 7 over its full range. Each time we consider low and high tan/3 regimes seperately by

taking tan/? = 4 and 30. Tough we restrict ourselves to a specific parameter set, results do not

change significantly even if one doubles squark masses and |/z|. On the other hand sensitivity of

the parameters on tan/? and MA is significant; generally heavy scalars have masses around MA-

In principle one can diagonalize analytically the scalar mass-squared matrix (19); however,

the results will be too complicated to be suggestive. Instead of using such oblique expressions

we shall fix the notation for diagonalization and numerically analyze the results. The scalar

mass-squared matrix (19) can be diagonalized by a similarity transformation

n-M2 •nT = diag.{M2
Hx, M

2
H2,M

2
Hi) , where

where the mass- eigenstate scalar fields are defined by

KT = 1 (30)

(31)

sin + cos

7- dependence of the elements of 7v is crucial for determining the CP- impurity of the mass

eigenstate scalars Hi. In analyzing 71 we adopt a convention such that in the limit of vanishing

7 we let H1 —> h, H2 -> H and Hz —> A, that is, Hi is the lightest Higgs.

Depicted in Fig. 2 are the 7- dependence of Hi composition in percents for the parameter

set in Fig. 1. From the left panel we observe that, on the average, H\ has ~ 15% 4>\ a n d ~ 85%

(p2 composition. Contribution from sm(3<pi + cos/?i^2 to Hi never exceeds 0.002% in the entire
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Figure 2: Percentage composition of Hi as a function of 7 for tan/? = 4 (left panel) and tan/? — 30 (right
panel). Here <f>\, <fo and sin/?</?i + cos/3y>2 contributions are |7^n|2 (solid curve), |7^i2|2 (dashed curve)
and |7^i3p (short-dashed curve), in percents. Values of the parameters are given in (29).

range of 7. On the other hand, in the right panel we see that contribution of 4>\ is around 0.1%

for small and large 7 values whereas it rises to ~ 0.5% in the central region of 7 axis. On the

other hand, 4>\ of H\ is close to 100% over the entire range of 7 as the right panel dictates. As

in the left panel, CP=-1 content of H\ does not exceed 0.002% in the entire 7 range. Thus, H\

remains to be a pure CP eigenstate with CP=+1 in accordance with (28), for both 7 and tan/3

ranges shown in Fig. 2. Another important thing about Fig. 2 is the change in its <j>\ and cfo

composition with tan /3. However, this behaviour is recognized to be the one also occurring in

the usual CP-conserving case where a, the mixing angle between <f>\ and (f>2, approach n/2 for

large enough tan/3 and MA- Therefore, one concludes Fig. 2 by stating that the lightest Higgs,

H\, is a pure CP eigenstate with CP=+1 in the entire range of 7.

In Fig. 3 we show the percentage composition of K-i as a function of 7 for tan/3 = 4 (left

panel) and tan/3 = 30 (right panel). In agreement with the left panel of Fig. 2, for tan/? = 4

(left panel) H2 has ~ 85% <j>\ and ~ 15% <fo composition. Contribution from sin/3<^i + cos/?(^2

to H2 never exceeds 0.002% in the entire range of 7. However, from the right panel of Fig. 3 we

observe that H2, apart from its 1% (fa composition, is a mixture of ^1 and sin/fy?i + cos {3<f2-

Therefore, #2 does not have a definite CP. In fact, it is a pure CP eigenstate only at some

selected points, namely, it is of CP=-1 for 7 « 7r/2, TT, 37r/2, and of CP=+1 for 7 = 0. Apart

from these points H2 is a mixture of CP=+1 and CP=-1 components so that it is devoid of any

definite CP characteristics.

Depicted in Fig. 4 are the percentage composition of H3 as a function of 7 for tan/3 = 4



0 1

Figure 3: Percentage composition of H2 as a function of 7 for tan (3 = 4 (left panel) and tan /3 = 30 (right
panel). Here </>i, <fo and sin/Si^ + cos/?!/^ contributions are |7?-2i|2 (solid curve), |7^22|2 (dashed curve)
and |7^2312 (short-dashed curve), in percents.

(left panel) and tan/3 = 30 (right panel). In agreement with the left panels of Figs. 2 and 3, for

tan/3 = 4, H3 is almost a pure pseudoscalar. On the other hand, for tan/3 = 30 (right panel) we

see that H3 is a mixture of <f>\ and sin/?(/?] + cos (3ipi in agreement with the right panel of Fig.

3. Thus i/3, except for certain points, does not have a definite CP characteristics.

Until now in Figs. 2-4 we discussed the CP properties of the eigenstates of the scalar mass-

squared matrix (19). Now we analyze the 7 dependence of the masses of these scalars for

identifying their hierarchy. Fig. 5 shows the 7-dependence of the scalar masses for tan/3 = 4

(left panel) and tan/3 = 30 (right panel). It is clear that H\ is the lightest scalar in both cases.

Moreover, the small gap (~ 5 GeV) between M//3 and A///2 in the left panel is closed in the

right panel where /f2 and H3 are degenerate in mass. This behaviour occurs also in the CP-

conserving case [15, 9] due to the large value of tan/3. One more thing about Fig. 5 is that

the masses of H2 and H3 are almost completely determined by MA = 2 • Mz- For instance, for

MA = 10 • Mz, H2 and H3 weigh approximately 10 • Mz- Unlike this strong MA- dependence

of M[{3 and MH2 , mixing among the Higgs scalars and lightest Higgs mass depends mainly on

tan/3.

From Figs. 2-5 one concludes that the lightest Higgs scalar remains to be a CP=+1 scalar,

and the remaining heavy scalars do not possess definite CP characteristics. In this sense, MSSM

is seen to accomodate a light CP=-f 1 Higgs boson as in the CP-invariant case. In addition,

the heavy indefinite CP Higgs scalars of the MSSM not only have no correspondent in the SM

but also are distinguishable from the lightest Higgs due to both their masses and CP properties.

10
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Figure 4: Percentage composition of H3 as a function of 7 for tan /? = 4 (left panel) and tan /? = 30 (right
panel). Here 4>\, fa and sin/3</?i + cos/fy>2 contributions are |7£3i|

2 (solid curve), |72.32|
2 (dashed curve)

and |72-3312 (short-dashed curve), in percents.

In the next section we shall discuss decay properties of these Higgs scalars to fermions and

investigate the deviations from the CP-conserving limit.

3 An example: Decays of the Higgs scalars to fermion pairs

The form of the scalar mass-squared matrix (19) as well as the mixing matrix TZ shows clearly

the CP-violation in the Higgs sector. In general, all parameters of the Higgs sector turn out

to depend on these CP-violating angles, for instance, tan/3, masses of scalars, stop masses are

explicit functions of 7. In this sense couplings of the Higgs scalars to the MSSM particle spectrum

are necessarily modified. Therefore, the CP-violating angle 7 can show up, for example, in the

rates for various collision processes testable at future colliders. As an example, one can consider

an e+e~ collider with sufficiently large center-of-mass energy. In such a collider one of the main

Higgs production mechanisms is the Bjorken process Z* —> ZH{. When the center-of-mass

energy is varied over a range of values including the masses of the scalars it is expected that

the cross section, as a function of the invariant mass flow into Hi branch, should show three

distinct peaks situated at the scalar masses MM,- Needless to say, in the CP- conserving case

there would be two peaks instead of three.

We now discuss couplings of the scalars to fermion pairs in detail. That the scalars H, are

devoid of definite CP properties influence their couplings to fermions significantly. Rephasing

the fermion fields appropriately one can always make fermion masses real after which coupling

11
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Figure 5: Masses of the scalars Hi as a. function of 7 for tan/? = 4 (left panel) and tan/J = 30 (right
panel). Here A///,, A///2 and A///3 are shown by solid, dashed, and short-dashed curves, respectively. In
both panels H\ is the lightest scalar whose composition is shown in Fig. 2.

of the scalar Hi to u-type quarks, d-type quarks and charged leptons take the form

cosp

Hilt :

(32)

(33)

(34)

where one observes that each coupling picks up a 75 piece showing its CP=-1 content. Moreover,

as the Feynmaii rules above dictate 75 piece is enhanced for large tan (3 (cot (5) for u-type quarks

(rf-type quarks and charged leptons). To have a quantitative understanding of the effects of 7

on the Higgs decays to fermion pairs it is convenient to compute the ratio

T(Hj 0)

/ / I T = o)
(35)

1 -4m2/A/2
/ -(0))1/2

where q = 2(1) and aj = sin/3(cos/3) for u-type quarks (d-type quarks and charged leptons).

The argument "0" of the quantities in the denominator implies the replacement 7 = 0. It is clear

that F(i/j —> / / ) consists of phase space factors pertinent to both CP=+1 and CP=-1 cases

seperately. According to the conventions we apply, for i = 1,2 (i = 3) only the first (second)

term survives in the denominator. The CP-violating MSSM phase, 7 not only functions in

12



creating the additional terms in the Feynman rules (31-33) but also affects the couplings and

masses themselves.

5 6

Figure 6: R^ (left panel) and Ric (right panel) denned in (34) as a function of 7 for tan/3 = 4 (solid
curve) and tan/3 = 30 (dashed curve).

We now perform a numerical computation of Rij for the parameter space used up to now. In

particular, we concentrate on two cases f = b and / = c, that is, we consider b- and c- quarks in

the computation. Such an analysis will be exhaustive as it covers the cases listed (32)-(34). We

start by listing the quantities (1Zij(Q))2 necessary for computing R^j in Tables 1 and 2. Below,

when speaking about the elements of the mixing matrices for 7 = 0 we shall always refer to

these tables.

(fty(0))2

(^i(O))2

(^3(0))2

i = l
0.14
0.86
0.0

i=2
0.86
0.14
0.0

i=3
0.0
0.0

1.0

Table 1: Elements of the (transpose of) scalar mixing matrix entering the Feynman rules (32)-(34) for
tan/3 = 4 and 7=0. Here i (j) runs over Hi (<f>\, fa,sin0tpi + cos/3<£2)-

Fig. 6 shows the 7-dependencies of R\t, and R\c for tan (3 = 4 (solid curve) and tan (3 = 30

dashed curve. Let us start discussing Rib (left panel). As Fig. 2 shows for tan/3 = 4 (Tin)2 is

~ 0.14 for small and large 7 and hits the maximum value of ~ 0.154 at 7 = n. Moreover, Hi

is known to be a pure CP=+1 scalar so it does not get any contribution from the pseudoscalar

part in (34). Therefore, as Fig. 6 shows, Rib for tan/3 = 4 remains close to unity except for
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(^o(o))2
(^ii(O))2

(ft«(0))2

(^.3(0))2

0
0

i=l
.0016
.9984
0.0

0
0

i=2
.9984
.0016
0.0

i=3
0.0
0.0
1.0

Table 2: Elements of the (transpose of) scalar mixing matrix entering the Feynman rules (32)-(34) for
tan/? = 30 and 7 = 0, with the same convention in Table 1.

Figure 7: R-2b (left panel) and R2c (right panel) denned in (34) as a function of 7 for tan/3 = 4 (solid
curve) and tan/? = 30 (dashed curve).

7 = 7r where it becomes ~ 1.1. On the other hand, for tan(3 — 30, (7^n(0))2 ~ 0.0016 for small

and large 7 and takes its maximum value of ~ 0.0045 at 7 = n so that R\b peaks at 7 = 7T with

a value ~ 2.8. Thus one concludes from the left panel of Fig. 6 the improvement in the decay

rate as tan (3 rises to larger values. One notes that although H\ has the same CP properties

as in the CP-conserving theory its branching fraction to down-type quarks can get modified

significantly when 7 ~ n. The right panel of Fig. 6 suggests that R\c remains practically

unchanged apart from the region around 7 ~ n. Behaviour of R\c can be traced using the same

line of observations for R\b, and follows from the variation of (JI21)2 (dashed curve) in Fig. 2.

Depicted in Fig. 7 is the dependence of i?26 (left panel) and i?2c (right panel) on 7 for

tan/3 = 4 (solid curve) and tan/3 = 30 (dashed curve). First concentrating on /?26 we observe

that (7v2i)2 ~ 0.86 (~ 0.9984) for small and large 7 and arrives the minimum value of ~ 0.84 (~

0.0002) at 7 = 7r (7 % TT/2,7r, 37r/2) for tan/3 = 4 (tan/3 = 30) as Fig. 3 suggests. However, since

(7^2i)2(0) is large for both tan/3 values R^b remains around unity and becomes complementary
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Figure 8: R31, (left panel) and i?3C (right panel) defined in (34) as a function of 7 for tan/? = 4 (solid
curve) and tan/3 = 30 (dashed curve).

to R\c in the right panel of Fig. 6. Although CJZ21)2 takes rather small values for tan/? = 30,

i?26 does not follow this kind of behaviour, which follows from the fact that whenever (K21)2

becomes small (large) (7£23)2 becomes large (small) as the left panel of Fig. 3 suggests. Hence,

together with the enhancement coming from sin/3 factor, R21, remains almost constant due to

the contributions of its CP=-1 component. It is here that one has a clear sign of the competition

between the opposite CP components of H2 resulting in the fact that the decay rate has almost

no variation with 7. On the other hand, as the right panel of Fig. 7 shows, i?2c for tan/3 = 30

is huge, and thus, the graph is given in a semi-log form. The main reason for this enhancement

is (7^22)2(0) ~ 0.0016 which is rather small. Due to cos/? factor CP=-1 component does not

give an important enhancement, and as can be read off from Fig. 3 right panel, i?2c becomes as

big as 0.99/0.0016 ~ 620. It is seen that the maxima and minima of /?2c (dashed curve) follows

those of Fig. 3 (solid curve in right panel).

Finally, Fig. 8 shows the variation of R^b (left panel) and R^c (right panel) with 7 for

tan/3 = 4 (solid curve) and tan/3 = 30 (dashed curve). For tan/3 = 4, both R%b and /?3C

remain around unity because of the fact that there is little i/2 — Hz mixing and (7^33)2(O) = 1.

That i?3f, remains flat for tan/3 = 30 follows from the interplay between its CP=+1 and CP=-1

components as in Fig. 7. On the other hand, as expected, R^c has the same shape as the

solid curve in Fig. 4 right panel. That it remains less than unity is because of the fact that

(7^33)2 = 1, as is seen from Table 2.

From this study of T(Hi -> / / ) one concludes that decay rates of certain scalars for different

fermion pairs can be enhanced considerably. Such enhancements (and also suppressions) depend
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on the particle's composition at finite 7 as well as the couplings in the CP-conserving limit.

Spectacular enhancements occur for the lightest Higgs and next-to-lightest Higgs for large enough

tan/? values. When the scalar-fermion coupling is large for the CP-conserving limit there occurs

no enhancent in the decay rates. As was shown in Fig. 1 the CP-violating mixings increase

with increasing tan/3 and decay rates also follow this rule. However, one notices that CP=-1

components of the scalars get multiplied by sin/3 (cos/3) for d-type quarks (u- type quarks and

charged leptons). Hence, for final states containing u- type quarks and charged leptons CP-

impurity may not play an important role. On the other hand for d - type final states interplay

between the CP=+1 and CP=-1 components play a crucial role in giving a fiat behaviour to

the decay rates.

4 Conclusion and Discussions

In this work we have studied the possible effects of the supersymmetric CP-violating phases on

the neutral Higgs scalars of the MSSM. We have adopted effective potential approximation in

computing the radiative corrections and have taken into account only the dominant top quark

and top squark loops. We now itemize the main results of the work:

• Radiative corrections induce an unremovable relative phase between the two Higgs dou-

blets. This relative phase remains non-vanishing as long as the supersymmetric CP-

violating phases are finite.

• The CP= + 1 and CP=-1 components of the Higgs doublets are mixed up due to the mixing

terms in the scalar mass-squared matrix which

1. are proportional to the relative phase between the two doublets,

2. increase with increasing tan (3.

• The lightest Higgs scalar has a mass consistent with the earlier calculations in the CP-

invariant theory and remains to be a CP=+1 scalar irrespective of the supersymmetric

phases. Thus, MSSM has a light CP=+1 scalar as in the CP-respecting case which

can, however, be distinguished from that of the CP-invariant theory, for example, by its

enhanced decay rate to down-type quarks and charged leptons.

• As in the CP-invariant case, there are two heavy scalars which have

1. definite CP quantum numbers for small tan/3 values,

2. no definite CP characteristics for large tan/3.

• The strong mixing between the heavy scalars affect significantly their decay rates to fermion

pairs, and such mixings can be important in other collision processes testable at future

colliders.

• The supersymmetric CP-violating phases not only cause the creation of CP-violating

mixings but also modify the couplings and masses compared to ones in the CP-invariant

case.
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In the light of these results one concludes that the supersymmetric phases can be useful tools for

obtaining manifestations of supersymmetry through their effects on collision and decay processes

testable in near future colliders.
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